Phoenix @Hillside Sample Answer Sheet
What crime can be committed by a driver or passenger when in a vehicle?
Drink Driving, Talking on a mobile phone, Texting, not wearing a seatbelt, drug driving, other
distractions i.e. eating/drinking/radio/CD player/children not in car seats, no insurance, driving
without a license.
Describe at least two injuries resulting from a Road Traffic Collision.
Whiplash, head injuries, unable to walk, loss of limbs, severe disabilities
List the main causes of Road Traffic Collisions
Drink Driving, speeding, mobile phones, seatbelts, drugs, tiredness

First on Scene
What would it be like for you?
Frightened, anxious, confused, pain, vulnerable, unable to communicate, not able to move, trapped
What actions would you take as a member of the public?
Call 999, Request Police, Ambulance and Fire Service as necessary, establish the location of the
incident, describe any landmarks, how many vehicles involved, how many people involved, how
many are trapped in the vehicles, try and stop oncoming traffic if safe to do so.
What information would you pass to the Emergency Services?
Number of casualties, whether they are conscious, describe types of injuries, landmarks nearby.
Which casualties would be the priority and why?
Those who are unable to communicate at the scene

Home Fire Safety – Quiz
1) Get out and then call the Fire and Rescue Service
2) 1 or 2
3) Once a week
4) All of these
5) Stop drop and roll
6) All of these

7) Use the back of your hand to see if the handle is hot
8) No are you mad!
9) Close all of the doors
10) Wait for Firefighters to come
11) Call the Fire and Rescue Service from a neighbour’s phone
12) Yes

List the three elements
Fuel, heat, oxygen
List examples of the three elements of the fire triangle
Fuel – wood, furniture, paper
Heat – gas, flame, sun
Oxygen – air

If one of the three elements of the fire triangle is removed what happens to the fire?
Suffocates, it’s put out, dies down

Arson and Hoax Calls
Describe at least two risks of deliberate fire setting and their consequences
Grass Fires – woodland and environment destroyed, animals dying, villages evacuated, cost
to land owners and communities, putting Firefighters lives at risk.
Setting toilet paper alight in school toilets – pupils at risk of fire, school destroyed, pupils
being transported to other schools, time delay of travelling, split from friends and siblings,
loss of school work, possibility death of a friend.

What effects can a hoax call have to the Community and the Emergency Service?
Taking Emergency Calls away from genuine calls, poor reputation, increased risk of road
traffic collisions and putting people’s lives at risk when responding to calls, cost of taxpayers
money i.e. £2000 per call out.
What could happen to you if you are caught?:
Deliberately setting fires: be arrested from age of 10, juvenile detention, prison, fine,
criminal record affecting future careers.
Making a Hoax Call: minimum 6 month imprisonment, fine, cost to parents paying the fine

